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Based on the recently introduced concept of a statistical cluster point, a
definition is given for the statistical core of a complex number sequence which is
analogous to the Knopp core. The theorems proved here are statistical analogues
of theorems about the Knopp core concerning its containment or invariance under
a matrix transformation. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
w xThe core of a complex number sequence as introduced by Knopp 9 is
inherently connected to the set of limit points of the sequence. A variation
of the concept of limit point based on statistical convergence was intro-
w xduced in 6 , and this led to a definition of the statistical core of a real
w xnumber sequence in 7 . The present study uses a broader definition,
 w x.similar to Knopp see 8, p. 55 , which extends the previous definition of
statistical core to include complex sequences. The main problem that is
addressed in this paper is to determine which matrix transformations map
every bounded sequence into one whose core is a subset of the core of the
* This research was done while the first author was a visiting professor at Ankara
University, Turkey.
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original sequence. For the Knopp core this problem has been studied by
w xmany authors including 1]3, 9, 10, 12 . The main result of this paper gives
necessary and sufficient conditions on a matrix A so that the Knopp core
of Ax is contained in the statistical core of x for every bounded x. Since
the statistical core is always a subset of the Knopp core, this yields
sufficient conditions for the statistical core of Ax to be contained in the
w xstatistical core of x. The final section follows recent work of Choudhary 3
in giving conditions on matrices A and B so that the Knopp core of Ax is
contained in the statistical core of Bx for every bounded x. This implies
sufficient conditions for the statistical core of Ax to be a subset of the
statistical core of Bx for every bounded x.
Throughout the paper we use the following common notation: if A is a
doubly infinite matrix of complex entries a , and if x is a complexnk
number sequence whose k th term is x , then Ax denotes the transformedk
 . `sequence whose nth term is Ax s  a x . Let C denote the set ofn ks1 nk k
complex numbers and N denote the set of positive integers. If E : N then
 .d E denotes the natural density of E. For brevity we shall denote the
 4  w x.Knopp core of x by K-core x ; recall see, e.g., 8, p. 55 that
`
 4K-core x [ C x , .F n
ns1
 .  4 w xwhere C x is the closed convex hull of x . In 13 it is shown thatn k k G n
for every bounded x
 4 UK-core x s B z , .F x
zgC
where
U < < < <B z [ w g C : w y z F lim sup x y z . .  5x k
k
w xIn 6 a statistical cluster point of a sequence x is defined as a number g
 < < 4such that for every e ) 0 the set k g N : x y g - e does not havek
w xdensity zero. In 7 the sequence x is defined to be statistically bounded if
x has a bounded subsequence of density one; and the statistical core of
 . w xsuch an x of real values is the closed interval st-lim inf x, st-lim sup x ,
where st-lim inf x and st-lim sup x are the least and greatest statistical
w xcluster points of x. It is also known 7, Theorem 1 that, for a sequence x
of real numbers, the number b is the st-lim sup x if and only if for every
e ) 0,
 4  4d k : x ) b y e / 0 and d k : x ) b q e s 0.k k
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS
We begin by giving a definition of the statistical core for complex
w xsequences. It is convenient to use the terminology and notation of 5 in
situations where a subsequence of density one satisfies a certain property.
For example, if x and y are sequences such that
 4d k g N : x s y s 1,k k
then we write ``x s y a.a.k.,'' which can be read ``x s y for almost allk k k k
k.''
 .DEFINITION. For any complex sequence x let H x be the collection of
all closed half-planes that contain x a.a.k.; then the statistical core of x isk
given by
 4st-core x [ H .F
 .HgH x
 4It should be noted that in the definition of the K-core x , the closed
 .convex hull C x is the intersection of all closed half-planes that containn
 4  4  4x ; in defining the st-core x we have simply replaced x by ank k G n k k G n
arbitrary subsequence of density one. Therefore it follows that for all x,
 4  4st-core x : K-core x . Also, it is easy to note that if x is a statistically
bounded real sequence, then
w x 4st-core x s st-lim inf x , st-lim sup x ,
w xas in 7 .
In order to prove the main theorem it is convenient to prove first an
 4equivalent form of the st-core x that is motivated by Shcherbakov's form
w x  413 of the K-core x for bounded x.
LEMMA. Let x be a statistically bounded sequence; for each z g C let
< < < <B z [ w g C : w y z F st-lim sup x y z ; 4 .x k
then
 4st-core x s B z . .F x
zgC
w xProof. From the definition of st-lim sup x and Theorem 1 of 7 , we
 .note that the disk B z is equal to the intersection of all closed disksx
 .centered at z that contain x a.a.k. First assume w f F B z , sayk z g C x
 U . U  U .w f B z for some z . Let H be the half-plane containing B zx x
whose boundary line is perpendicular to the line containing w and zU and
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 U .  U .  U .tangent to the circular boundary of B z . Since B z ; H and B zx x x
 .contains x a.a.k., it follows that H g H x . Since w f H, this impliesk
 4  .w f F H. Hence, st-core x : F B z .H g H  x . z g C x
 .Conversely, if w f F H, let H be a plane in H x such thatH g H  x .
w f H. Let L be the line through w that is perpendicular to the boundary
of H, and let p be the midpoint of the segment of L between w and H.
Let z be a point of L such that z g H, and consider the disk
< < < < 4B z s z g C : z y z F p y z . .
Since x is statistically bounded and x g H a.a.k., we can choose zk
< < < <  .sufficiently far from p so that p y z s st y lim sup x y z . Thus B z isk
 .  .one of the B z disks, and since w f B z we conclude that w fx
 .F B z . This establishes the converse set inclusion and completes thez g C x
proof of the Lemma.
 4Remark. The alternative form of st-core x given in the preceding
Lemma is not necessarily valid if x is not statistically bounded. For
example, if x [ k for all k, then x has no statistical cluster point andk
 4st-core x s B. But for any z g C, no disk of finite radius can contain xk
< <  .a.a.k.; so st-lim sup x y z s ` and B z is the whole plane C, whencek x
 .F B z s C.z g C x
We are now prepared to describe those matrices that transform each
bounded sequence x into a sequence whose core is a subset of the
statistical core of x. Throughout the remainder of this paper the set of
bounded complex sequences will be denoted by l`.
< <  4THEOREM 1. If A satisfies sup  a - `, then K-core Ax : st-n k nk
 4 `core x for e¨ery x g l if and only if the following conditions hold:
 . U < <  .i A g T , i.e., A is regular and lim  a s 0 whene¨er d En k g E nk
s 0;
 . ` < <ii lim  a s 1.n ks1 nk
 .  .  4Proof. I Necessity . If x is statistically convergent to L, then L s
 4  4 `st-core x = K-core Ax . Since Ax is bounded for all x g l , we must have
 4  4that K-core Ax s L , so Ax is convergent to L. Now the theorems of
w x w x < <Connor 4 and Maddox 11 imply that A is regular and lim  a s 0n k g E nk
 .  .whenever d E s 0, i.e., condition i holds. Also, we have
 4  4  4K-core Ax : st-core x : K-core x .
w xNow Theorem 2.1 of 12 for the case a s 1 and K s C implies that
` < < ` < <lim sup  a F 1, and this is equivalent to lim  a s 1 becausen ks1 nk n ks1 nk
 .  .A is regular. This proves the necessity of i and ii .
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 .  .  .  .  4II Sufficiency . Assume i and ii and let w g K-core Ax . For
any z g C we have
< < < <w y z F lim sup z y Ax . nn
`
s lim sup z y a x nk k
n ks1
` `
< <F lim sup a z y x q lim sup z 1 y a . nk k nk
n nks1 ks1
`
s lim sup a z y x . * .  . nk k
n ks1
< <  < <Let r [ st-lim sup x y z , suppose e ) 0, and let E [ k : z y x ) r qk k
4  .e . Then d E s 0, and we write
`
< < < < < <a z y x F sup z y x a q r q e a . .  .  nk k k nk nk
kks1 kgE kfE
 .  .Now i and ii imply that
`
lim sup a z y x F r q e . . nk k
n ks1
 . < <From * we conclude that w y z F r q e , and since e is arbitrary this
< <  .  4yields w y z F r. Hence, w g B z , so by the Lemma, w g st-core x .x
This completes the proof.
As noted above the st-core of any sequence is a subset of the K-core;
therefore the preceding theorem gives an immediate corollary, whose
wconclusion is an exact statistical analogue of Knopp's original Kernsatz 8,
x9 .
` < <COROLLARY 1. If the matrix A satisfies sup  a - ` and propertiesn ks1 nk
 .  .i and ii of Theorem 1, then
 4  4st-core Ax : st-core x
for e¨ery x g l`.
Unlike the theorem that precedes it, Corollary 1 does not have a valid
converse. This is seen by the following example.
 .EXAMPLE 1. We shall define A so that Ax s x a.a.k. By Theorem 1n n
w xof 6 this ensures that the statistical cluster points of Ax are the same as
 4  4those of x, so st-core Ax s st-core x .
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Define
1, if k s n and n is a nonsquare,¡~a [ 1, if k F n and n is a square,nk ¢
0, otherwise;
then
x , if n is a nonsquare,nAx s . n n  x , if n is a square.ks1 k
` < <  .Observe that sup  a s `, A does not satisfy ii , nor doesn ks1 nk
< <  .lim  a s 0 whenever d E s 0.n k g E nk
Remark. It would be good to have necessary and sufficient conditions
 4  4 `for a matrix A to yield st-core Ax : st-core x for every x g l , but for
the present this remains an open question.
Since Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are statistical analogues of previous
theorems about the K-core, it is natural to ask if the restriction to bounded
sequences can be replaced by statistical boundedness. This is not possible,
as the next example shows.
 .EXAMPLE 2. Take A s C , the Cesaro arithmetic means, and defineÁ1
x by
’k , if k is a square,x [k  0, otherwise.
 4  4Then x s 0 a.a.k., so x is statistically bounded and st-core x s 0 . It isk
clear that C satisfies all the conditions of A in Theorem 1, but1
’ ’1 1 n n q 1 . ’C x s k s q 0 n . .  .1 n n n 2kF n’
 .  4  4  4Thus lim C x s 1r2, so st-core C x s K-core C x s 1r2 .1 n 1 1
3. CORE COMPARISONS OF TWO
MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS
w xIn 3 Choudhary extended Knopp's Core Theorem to the case in which
the cores of two transformations are compared, i.e., the conclusion is
 4  4K-core Ax : K-core Bx ,
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so that replacing B by the identity matrix yields Knopp's Theorem. In this
section we prove a statistical analogue of Choudhary's Theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let B be a normal matrix i.e., triangular with nonzero
. y1 w y1 xdiagonal entries , and denote its triangular in¨erse by B s b . For annk
arbitrary matrix A, in order that, whene¨er Bx g l`, Ax should exist and be
bounded and satisfy
 4  4K-core Ax : st-core Bx ** .
it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions hold:
 . y1i C [ AB exists;
 . Uii C g T ;
 . ` < <iii lim  c s 1;n ks1 nk
 .iv for any fixed n,
¨ `
y1lim a b s 0.  n j jk
¨ ks0 js¨q1
 .  .  . `Proof. I Necessity . If Ax exists for every n whenever Bx g l ,n
w x  .  .then by Lemma 2 of 3 it follows immediately that i and iv hold. By that
same Lemma we also have Ax s Cy, where y s Bx. Since Ax g l` we
`  .  4  4have Cy g l . Therefore ** implies that K-core Cy : st-core y . Now
 .  .Theorem 1 implies that ii and iii hold.
 .  .  .  .II Sufficiency . Properties i ] iv obviously imply the four condi-
tions of Choudhary's Lemma 2, so it follows by the Lemma that Cy g l`,
`  4  4hence Ax g l . Now Theorem 1 implies that K-core Cy : st-core y , and
 4  4since y s Bx and Cy s Ax we have K-core Ax : st-core Bx .
w xIt must be noted that in 3 Choudhary assumes that the matrices and
sequences are real; this must be the case because his goal is to prove an
inequality concerning the limit superiors of Ax and Bx. But a careful
reading of his proof of Lemma 2 will verify that it is valid for the complex
case.
 4  4As above, the fact that st-core Ax : K-core Ax gives us an immediate
corollary.
 .  .COROLLARY 2. If A and B satisfy conditions i ] iv of Theorem 2, then
 4  4st-core Ax : st-core Bx
for e¨ery x such that Bx g l`.
The converse of Corollary 2 is false, as can be seen by Example 1.
Similarly, since Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 1 in case B is the identity,
Example 2 shows that it is not possible to extend Theorem 2 from l` to
statistically bounded sequences.
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